Do you have a favorite YouTuber? Are you subscribing to any YouTube channels? Many of young children do! Children learn so many things from YouTube. Some of the learning is very useful for their education. For example, preschoolers learn colors and shapes while singing along; kindergarteners learn eight planets’ names in the solar system watching animations; 1st graders practice addition and subtraction without pencil and paper; 2nd graders remember different clouds’ names with ease (“cumulonimbus” is so mouthful!). Needless to say, older children also can enhance their learning at school while watching YouTube. However, some parents and teachers are still reluctant to show YouTube videos to children because there is a big risk of exposure to violence, sexism, or cultural prejudice. In this class, we will study the bright and dark sides of YouTube for young children; discuss how to utilize YouTube as an educational resource; and create a good example, fun and educational video for young children.